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‘’Vegetable farming is a highly dynamic sector of agriculture. There are a variety of different crops and the market
demand varies by the month and quality requirements for advanced markets are strict, while the produce is perishable
and logistics are challenging. At the same time vegetable farming is providing very interesting farmer income and
employment opportunities. Vegetables are crucial for the nutrition and food security of the African consumers, Sudan
being no different.’’ - Reaserch Briefing
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1 METHODOLOGY
Sudan Seed Sector Market Research

INTRODUCTION
Agriculture remains a crucial sector in the Sudan economy, employs the majority of the labour force, and accounts
for about 95 percent of the country's exports1. Sudan grows a variety of crops that include cereals (wheat, sorghum,
millet, corn and rice), oil –seeds (sesame, groundnuts and sunflowers), beans, chickpeas, and lentils. Others include
cotton, sisal hemp and fodder crops. Horticultural crops include vegetables (onions, tomatoes, okra, egg‐plant,
potatoes, water‐melon, cucumber), and equatorial fruits. Despite its importance, the agricultural sector, as an
income generating sector for 60‐80 percent of households and a main contributor to country’s export remains
primitive and requires further attention.

HYPOTHESIS
‘’Vegetable farming is a highly dynamic sector of agriculture. There are a variety of different crops and the market
demand varies by the month and quality requirements for advanced markets are strict, while the produce is
perishable and logistics are challenging. At the same time vegetable farming is providing very interesting farmer
income and employment opportunities. Vegetables are crucial for the nutrition and food security of the African
consumers, Sudan being no different.’’ ‐ Request For Proposal Briefing

RESEARCH GOALS
To identify existing and future market requirements and potential for the vegetable/Field crop seed industry in
Sudan. The research attempts to quantify market potential through evaluation of crop specific seed supply, seed
demand, current market behaviour, from both Farmer and Consumer side, and the challenges associated.

In order to achieve the goals set, the seeds sector market study attempts to demonstrate the current seed market
situation and an analytical view of future trend in reference to Ministry of Agriculture 5 and 10 year strategic plan.
The survey will also look at the major enabling environment contains. Through field surveys and interviews,
information will be collected from Farmers (Commercial Farms/Small Farm Owners/Semi Gov. Schemes), Seed
Traders and Distributors, Agro professionals and Government and legislative representatives.

1

"Agriculture, livestock, fisheries and forestry in Sudan". Embassy of the Republic of Sudan, Washington, Library of Congress. June 1991. Retrieved August 30, 2008.
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While this study focuses primarily on specific seed market demand and supply, it’s critical to review a set of
constraints across multiple crop value chains that impact the seed situation.
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RESEARCH DELIVERABLES

The Sudan seed sector research is intended to investigate the seeds sector market potentiality in terms of
supply demand and future prospects. The deliverables are highlighted below.
INVESTIGATING CURRENT SITUATION OF SEEDS MARKET
SUPPLY SIDE
SEED SYSTEM (VARIETIES & SUPPLIERS)
Informal Sector: Farm retained seeds (Local Varieties)
Formal Seed Sector: Certified seeds of improved varieties (Local Improved / Imported Improved)
Improved Hybrid
SEED VOLUMES
Imported Seeds Volumes and Origins/Brands ‐ USD / TONN
Local Varieties Volumes ‐ TONN
IDENTIFY SEED SUPPLY & DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Farmer Saved
Farmer – to Farmer
Local Traders and Local markets
Agro Dealers and NGOs
Government & Agricultural Bank
DEMAND SIDE
IDENTIFY SEED CONSUMERS
Small Farms (Area)
Nationally, the average farm size is ~2 Ha,
Commercial Farms
Large scale Irrigation Schemes – Government or Semi‐Gov
IDENTIFY MARKET / SEED CONSUMER SEGMENTATION
Farming for Local Consumption
Farming for Export

VEGETABLE CONSUMER DEMAND
Consumer Requirements and understanding (Packaging, display, awereness, quality, price sensitivity e.t.c)
Farmer understanding of Vegetable Market requirments, add value and Consumer Demand
INVESTIGATING CHALLENGES AND CONSTRAINS
AGRICULTURE CONSTRAINTS
Soil / Climate / Inputs ( Fertilizers / Pesticides/ Seeds), Mechanization
MARKET CONSTRAINS
Distribution Systems / Export Limitations
ENABLING ENVIRONMENT CONSTRAINS
Infrastructure (Storage/Roads/Electricity/Diesel)
Business & Finance Environment’
Technical Know‐how (agronomic best practices)
INVESTIGATING FUTURE SEEDS MARKET NEEDS
Analytical view of future trend in reference to Ministry of Agriculture 5 year strategic plan.
Farmer perspective on future requirements and plans.
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TOTAL MARKET DEMAND FOR QUALITY SEEDS
How much seed is required to meet the planting needs of a given crop
Farmer Demand for Specific Varieties
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RESEARCH SCOPE
The Sudan seed sector research is intended to shed light on the market component of a segment of the Seed
sector, the scope of which are mentioned below. Fertilizers and Pesticide market has been looked at briefly.

CROPS UNDER STUDY
The initial proposed crops under study are suggested as below; limited to vegetables and as dictated by sample.
Potatoes crop excluded
Table 1 Vegetable Crops Under Study
1
2
3
4
5

EGGPLANT
TOMATOES
OKRA
SQUASH
CUCUMBER

6
7
8
9
10

ZUCCHINI
PEPPER
CHILI PEPPER
CARROT
ONIONS RED

11
12
13
14
15

ONIONS WHITE
GREEN ONIONS
GARLIC
SWEET POTATO
BEET

16
17
18
19
20

RADISH
ARUGULA
PURSLEY
MALLOW
FENNEL

21
22
23
24
25

CORIANDER
DILL
PARSLEY
LETTUCE
WATERMELON

26

SWEET MELON

GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE
Sudan is comprised of 15 states which are further subdivided into 86 districts. 14 states were
represented in the study, the weight of which varied in terms of sample size, depending on
the nature of agricultural activity in region, within designated crop scope, taking into account
security & logistical constrains. Table 2 shows the geographic coverage and questinaire

SAMPLE SIZE & DATA COLLECTION MECHANISM
For the selected Vegetable crops under study information from all components of the seed sector market in Sudan
was collected. Through field surveys and interviews, information was collected from Farmers (Commercial
Farms/Small Farm Owners/Semi Government Schemes), Seed Traders and Distributors, Agro professionals and
Government and legislative representatives.
The sample sizes have been selected taking into account weight of segment from total cultivated land and geographic

475 Farms and 180 Agro Dealers

shown below: Actual number of valid responses from 446 Farms and 144 Agro Dealers were collected.
Table 2 Segmentation Across the 14 States
STATE

FARMERS

AGRO DEALERS

Greater Khartoum

80

30

Al Gazeira

60

20

River Nile

60

20

Northern

40

15

Red Sea

30

10

Al Gadaref

20

10

Kassala

30

10

STATE

FARMERS

AGRO DEALERS

White Nile

40

15

Sinnar

25

10

W Darfur

25

10

S Darfur

10

10

Central Darfur

5

5

N Kordofan

30

10

S Kordofan

20

10

An agricultural expert Dr. Mohamed Ali Abdulla, Regional Manager for FMC Sudan for 25 years, was engaged in the
project to foresee methodology, verify sample sizes, facilitate interviews with agro professionals and government
representatives and validate questionnaires.
Small Farms constituted the main part of the research.
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distribution. Total number of Teams across the country 20 Teams to visit
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AGRICULTURE SECTOR SEGMENTATION

Figure 1 Agriculture Sector Segmentation

2%
10%

88%
IRRIGATED SECTOR AREA ~ 1.5 Million – 1.8 Million ha
RAINFED SECTOR AREA ~ 15.5 Million – 15.2 Million ha

Multiple source information indicates that total
cultivated area is approx. 17 Million ha2 of which 9% ‐
11% constitutes the Irrigated Sector. The majority of
crops under investigation fall within this category,
however some traditional rain fed vegetable
agriculture exists in Western Sudan.
The irrigated Sector comprises of 1) Large Schemes 2)
Commercial Farming 3) Small Scale Farms

RESEARCH SEGMENTATION
Table 3 Research Segmentation and Sample Size

FARMS

Research Method
Total Universe

Commercial Farms
Large scale Farms
Small Farms, individually
Individually / Corporate
owned
owned
Approx. size ~2 ha
Approx. Size – ~8 – 20 ha
Field Survey
Field Surveys / Interviews
Approx. 175,000 Farmers
Approx. 100 Farms

TRADE

Distributors

Description

Certified Distributors
Trader Owned

Description

Small Farms

Irrigated Schemes
Very Large Scale
Government or Semi Gov owned
Approx. Size – ≥ 12,000 ha

Interviews
11
6 Interviews
Sample
Size
475 Surveys
15 Surveys
Geizira, New Halfa,
SInnar,
Conducted
Rahad, Al Sukki
0.3% (Weight of sample 15% (Weight of sample from 85% (Weight of Sample by Total
Weight of Sample %
from total universe)
total universe)
Area)

Total Universe
Sample Size
Weight of Sample %
TRADE
Description
Research Method
Total Universe
Sample Size
Weight of Sample %

Field Survey
Approx. 1000 Officially Certified Distributor
28 Registered Companies
Network
4 Interviews
180 Surveys
ASSCO, Agrimatco, Central Trading (CTC),
Green Arcade
18% (Weight of sample from total universe)
14% of Total Registered
Agro Professionals
Agro Professional ‐ Seed Experts
Fertilizer/ Pesticides Experts
Interviews
NA
5 Interviews
Agro Professionals

Government Reps
Ministry
of
Agriculture
–
Administration – Strategic Planning
Interviews
NA
4 Interviews
Government Reps

Seed

1 Questionnaires targeting Small Farms and Commercial Farms, a separate Questionaire set for each of the following;
Large Schemes distributors, Agro Professional and Government Personnel (4 Separate Questionares )

2

1 FED = 0.42 Hectar
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Research Method

Agricultural Corporations
Certified Distributors – Seed Producers and
or Importers
Individually / Corporate owned
Interviews
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
“The Government of Sudan

SUDAN AT A GLANCE

has advocated agriculture as
the engine to effectively
contribute to economic growth

Area of Sudan: About 1.8 million km²

and export performance and
to simultaneously advance
people’s livelihoods, reduce

poverty, improve food security
and nutrition and develop and

”

protect natural resources
©FAO/Sudan

Population of Sudan: 34.2 Million
Two-thirds of Population live in rural areas
and 58% are poor
GDP (PPP) 4,385
GDP (growth) 3% in 2016
Agriculture contributes to about a third of
the country’s GDP providing a livelihood to
about two-thirds of the active population.

It is evident that Sudan is endowed with immense natural resources, key for the development of the agricultural
sector. Having the largest irrigated area in the continent as well as vast lands exploited by rain‐fed agricultural
systems. However, even though the agricultural sector is the most important economic sector in Sudan, it still
remains largely under developed and has shown under performance throughout the last decades.

There are 3 identified seed systems in Sudan. These include 1) farmer‐saved 2) Certified Local Varieties and 3)
Imported Improved and Hybrid Varieties. The seed business in Sudan is dominated by the private sector which has
been vital to the transition and growth of Sudan’s seed industry. In the vegetable sector, the private sector has been
active in marketing and distribution of improved certified seeds and the production of local improved varieties. The
seed system in Sudan is led by the private sector after government policy change towards privatization of seed
production activities. The governments’ role is now concentrated on quality control, regulated through the National
Seeds Authority (NSA) and the Seed Administration (SA).
However, the privatization of the seed productivity however came with its challenges and limitations, mainly the
government’s inability to allocate enough resources for the Seed Administration to fulfil its mandate of quality
assurance and control.
While farmer‐saved seeds and farmer‐to‐farmer seed exchanges represent the majority of seed volume in Sudan in
general, estimated at 89% of total, adoption of improved varieties has become more significant in Vegetable Farming
with particular emphasis of certain crops.
The farmer‐saved seed systems remain the majority of seed volume in the vegetable farming sector, however at
lower estimate of 53%.
SUPPLY CHAIN – AGRO DEALERS, IMPORTERS
Agro‐dealers are an important link in the seed supply chain, as they are the main provider of small farms with access
to inputs such as seeds, fertilizers, and plant protection products. The network of agro dealers is quite extensive and
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SEED SYSTEMS IN SUDAN
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well distributed across the country. The estimated number of agro‐dealers active in Sudan approx. 1,050 dealers, the
bulk of their business 85% is with small farms.
Importers are a fewer in number only 28 registered companies are active in producing, importing, marketing and
distribution of vegetable seeds to the Sudanese farmer.
147.9 MT of imported improved variety vegetable seeds in 2017 from 33 Seed Suppliers worldwide. Importing Seed
companies face challenges, including high import costs; competition from cheaper, uncertified seeds in the informal
market. The import approval process is prolonged and banking restrictions due to the American economic sanctions
imposed since 1997 have hindered business activity.
A Total estimate of 38,000,000 US$ annual of seed import business exists and is growing.
SMALL FARMS, COMMERCIAL FARMS AND LARGE SCALE IRIGATION SCHEMES
The use of seeds depends on the type of the crop; It is evident that certain crops such as leafy vegetables (Arugula,
Pursley, Fennel, Mallow) are dominated by Farmer to Farmer seeds of local varieties, together with Beet, Squash and
Chili Pepper, whereas a higher adoption of imported Improved Seeds in Watermelon, Carrots, Tomatoes.
Local varieties are available in a few crops mainly Okra and Egg Plant.
Farmers showed willingness to try new imported improved variety seeds if offered to them, provided that some sort
of guarantees or testing is made available. Sudanese seeds had the highest perception among small farmers, mainly
because they have been tried. American and Dutch seeds had the highest recognition within the imported category
according to farmer perception.
Commercial farms have been more efficient producing vegetables again for local consumption. Some export
initiatives have been witnessed however at a very low scale. Higher adoption of improved inputs in commercial farms
are witnessed.
Large‐scale irrigation schemes have been Sudan’s leading economic investment, but various studies indicate that
their performance has been considerably below potential. Cash crop farming, mainly, ground nuts, maize, sorghum,
cotton is dominant while little focus is on Vegetable farming.
MARKETS

CONSTRAINS AND CHALLENGES
The main constrains in the Agricultural Sector in Sudan, derived from Farmer and Trader perspective in addition to
government strategic planning analysis, can be summed up as inadequate agricultural infrastructure, limited access
to financing of small farmers, insufficient implementation of laws and policies, limited access to markets, weak
adoption of improved inputs, limited use of mechanization, which together lead to low yields and decreased
productivity.
Government of Sudan has been showing greater interest in the agricultural sector and a higher level of awareness to
its significance as the main driver to economic development. Of all strategies and plans elaborated for agriculture in
the Sudan, the Agricultural Revival Programme (ARP) 2008‐2011 is the most comprehensive in its coverage of issues,
focused on full‐fledged agricultural development addressing the challenges mentioned above. The ARP formed the
main background base for the formulation of Sudan’s Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Program
(CAADP) Compact. Consequently, Under the (CAADP), Sudan developed the National Agriculture Investment plan
(SUDNAIP,2016‐2020) to coordinate the resources needed to accelerate the implementation of existing strategies,
and hence achieve the Sudan Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Program (CAADP) target of six percent
annual growth in Agriculture Domestic Product (GDP).
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Growth in Vegetable market has shown a continuous rising trend since 2010. Vegetable production is mainly intended
for local consumption; Export data MOA indicated that Total export of vegetable produce for crops in study in 2016
amounted to 80,393 MT which constitutes to 2% of total production that year.
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3 CURRENT SITUATION
3.1 COUNTRY OVERVIEW
After the secession of South Sudan in July 2011, Sudan is about 1.8 million km² and still ranks
among Africa’s largest countries. It is located between the desert in the north region and
the fertile, humid savannah belt in the south. The Nile Valley runs south to north and its perennial tributaries are
bordered by vast, fertile river banks and plains that are suitable to build a thriving agriculture and livestock economy.
FAO
The population of Sudan is 34,206,710 (2012) and the nation has a
density of 18 people per square kilometer. The Sudan shares land
borders with 7 countries; Egypt, bordering it to the north, Libya,
Chad and Central African Republic to the west, and Eritrea and
Ethiopia to the East and South Sudan from the south.
The secession of South Sudan (2011) induced multiple economic
shocks. The most important and immediate was the loss of the oil
revenue that accounted for over half of Sudan’s government
revenue and 95% of its exports. This has left huge challenges, as
well as much reduced economic growth, and resulted in double‐
digit consumer price inflation. http://www.worldbank.org

Figure 2 Sudan Population Pyramid 2016

3.2 GDP growth
Sudan’s economic growth was adversely
affected by a number of factors, including
the breakdown of correspondent banking
relationships during the period 2014‐16,
declining oil revenues because of low
export prices, ageing oil fields and reduced
inflows of oil transit fees from South Sudan.
Gross domestic product (GDP) growth is
estimated at 3% in 2016, compared to 4.9%
the previous year and forecast at 3.4% and
3.6%, respectively, for 2017 and 2018.
“In the short and medium terms, growth will

be determined by developments in
the agricultural and mineral sectors,
skills development and prudent
macroeconomic
policies
and
structural reforms aimed at
improving the business climate.
Significant downside risks include continuing
civil wars in some parts of the country and low
global commodity export”3
3

AFRICAN ECONOMIC OUTLOOK © AfDB, OECD, UNDP SUDAN 2017

Figure 4
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Figure 3 Sudan GDP 2008 ‐ 2018
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3.3 AGRICULTURE SECTOR

Sudan now recognizes the need
for greater attention to agriculture
and livestock, as reflected in its
Interim Poverty Reduction
Strategy Paper (I-PRSP) and the
Five-year Program for Economic
Reforms approved by its
parliament in December 2014.
http://www.worldbank.org

Agriculture including livestock and fishing is the most
important economic sector in Sudan, contributing to
about a third of the country’s GDP and providing a
livelihood to about two‐thirds of the active population.4
If not directly engaged in agricultural production
activities, the majority of rural populations which
constitute about 66% of total Pop5, undertake activities
closely related and supportive to the sector, such as the
Figure 5 GDP Per Economic Sector

provision of services, e.g., Labour, transport, trading,
procuring inputs. Agriculture continues to be the main
source of income in the rural areas, as well as an important
contributor in urban areas through economic activities like
trade, storage and processing.6 The sector could contribute
significantly more with greater investment and better
governance. Farming alone cotributed to 11.7% of GDP in
2016

3.4 AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE
The variety of agricultural zones in Sudan suggests that the country is suitable for a wide range of crops. Agriculture
depends principally on rainfall and irrigation from major rivers ‒ the Nile and its tributaries.
Arable land constitutes approximately one‐third of total area of the country, of which 21 per cent is cultivated with
fluctuating productivity ‒ but output remains far below potential performance.
The main types of farming existing in Sudan and their contribution to GDP are described in Table below:

Sub‐sector
Irrigated
(Mechanized & Traditional)
Traditional rain‐fed
Mechanised rain‐fed

Total

Area (million ha)
1537
9812
5513
16,861

7

Share of area (%)
9
58
33
100

Share of GDP(%)
11.3
6.3
1.4
19.0

The distribution of crop cultivation over the main farming types indicates that
irrigated farming, though smaller in area (9% of Total), was very important in terms
of total value of production and contribution to the country’s GDP(11.3%), relative
to other two sectors Rainfed Mechanized (1.4% contribution to GDP) and Rainfed
Traditional (6.3%) (Table 4). Multiple source information indicates that total cultivated area is approx 17 Million ha8
of which 9% ‐11% constitutes the Irrigated Sector. The majority of crops under investigation fall within this category.

4 FAO
5 World Development Indicators Sudan’s rural population 2012‐2014.
6 SIFSIA (2011) National Food Security Action Plan for SUDAN/ with the technical support of FAO, December 2011
7 Source: Administration of Statistics and Information (1995), Hamid Faki 2012
8 1 ha = 0.42 Fed
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Table 4 Types of Farming and Contribution to GDP
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4. DOMINANT SEED SYSTEMS
IN SUDAN
4.1 SEED SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
The seed sector in Sudan are divided across two main seeds systems 1) Informal Sector 2) Formal Sector.
The Informal Sector is comprised of Farmer saved and Farmer to Farmer seed system which represents the majority
of seed volumes in crop farming in Sudan. The Formal sector is identified by Certified Improved Local Varieties and
Imported Improved and Hybrid Varieties, dominated by the private sector for both categories.

1) Farmer‐saved

INFROMAL SECTOR

2) Certified Local Varieties

FORMAL SECTOR

3) Certified Imported Varieties & Hybrid
While farmer‐saved seeds and farmer‐to‐farmer seed exchanges represent the majority of seed volume in Sudan in
general, estimated at 89% of total, adoption of improved varieties has become more significant in Vegetable Farming
with particular emphasis of certain crops.
Data from the Seeds Administration Authority has shown a rising trend in the Imported Seeds volumes over the last
decade however inconsistent from year to year. Certified Local Varieties are only available in certain vegetable crops
mainly Okra and Onions, whereas the informal sector (farmer saved – traditional seeds) remains the dominant
vegetable seed system.
Table 5 below identifies the characteristics of the dominant seed sectors in Sudan

Seeds System

INFROMAL SECTOR

FORMAL SECTOR

Type of Varieties

Farmer Saved ‐ Traditional

Local Improved

Type of Crops (Main)

Quality Assurance System
Source

Farmer Selected
Farmer Grown

Seed Distribution

Farmer Retained
Farmer to Farmer exchange
Local Market (Loose)
Agro Dealers
Tried and Tested
Low Cost

Advantage

Imported Improved &
Hybrid
Onions , Okra,
Onions,
Watermelon,
Carrots, Tomato, Okra,
Sweet Melon,
Certified
Certified
Local Breeding (Private Imported (Private Sector)
Sector)
Agro Dealers
Agro Dealers

Higher Yield
Tried and Tested

Higher Yield
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Table 5 Dominant Seed Systems
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While smallholder farmers in Sudan are aware of improved varieties, the rate of adoption is low across regions of
Sudan, as most farmers use local farmer retained seeds. Adoption of improved varieties is higher in the vegetable
category than in other crops.
Likewise, Onions, Tomatoes,
Figure 6 Sudan vegetable Seed Systems Used by Smallholder Farms
Watermelon, Sweet Melon and
Carrots are the most adopted
within the Improved Imported
Variety system. Local improved
Imported
varieties in Vegetable crops sector
improved
does
exist,
however,
the
29%
Local Farmer
development has mainly been
Retained
53%
concentrated in Okra, and limited
Local
attempts in Onions as well.
Improved
Varieties
18%

The farmer‐saved

In 2017 176 MT of local seeds have
been developed, 80% of which has
been Okra. The research done
highlights the three segments in
more detail.

seed systems represent the majority of seed volume in Sudan. The small holder

farmers we had surveyed where asked on the types of crops they have grown and the type of seeds used.

53%

suggested they had used local traditional seeds while 18% used local improved varieties. 29% of the
farmers suggested that they used Imported Improved Varieties for they crop.

4.2 KEY ACTORS IN THE SEED SYSTEM

The mission of the MoAF is to transform agriculture from traditional subsistence to a modern sector that responds
to market indicators and contributes strongly to poverty reduction, economic growth and increased foreign exchange
earnings under sustainable management of natural resource. The ministry is primarily focused on developing
strategic partnerships to stimulate investments in market‐led agricultural transformation focusing on modernization
of agriculture, development of its productive and competitive capacity.

4.2.2 NATIONAL SEED AUTHORITY (NSA)‐ AGRICULURAL RESEARCH DEPT
The government awareness of the importance of improving agricultural productivity through providing farmers with
quality seed goes back to the sixties of last century. In 1968 Plant Propagation Department was formed in the Ministry
of Agriculture. Seed stations were linked to research stations where there were breeding programs. The intention
was to make quality seed of improved varieties available for farmers. The approach was to provide seeds as part of
the services provided by the government to the farming communities. To expand the service to more farmers the
government, in the seventies, initiated seed production units in different agricultural production schemes in the
modern sector to meet specific needs of the farmers of the corporations. In the nineties and later the policy changed
towards privatization of seed production activities. The government role is now concentrated on quality control
after it completed withdrawal from production activity.
For smooth transition the government with other investors formed Arab Sudanese Seed Company (ASSCO) which is
a private seed company working on profit basis. (Section 4.2.2). The privatization of the seed productivity however
came with its challenges and limitations as advised in the interview with Dr. Anas Al Zain General Manager of Seeds
Administration

SUDAN SEED SECTOR MARKET RESEARCH WINTER SEASON 2018

4.2.1 MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FOREST (MoAF)
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4.2.3 SEED ADMINISTRATION (SA)
The Seed Administration (SA) of the Ministry of Agriculture is the National Seed Authority of the Sudan (NSA). SA is
headed by a Director who is also Secretary of the National Seed Council and Variety Release Committee.
SA Manager is the main contact person in all aspects of seed in the country. The role of the SA was clearly identified
by Dr. Anas, as the body responsible for Quality Control, Enforcing policy and seed certification standards and
issuance, Variety Evaluation, release and registration. All import of seeds is initiated at the Seed Administration Unit.
For the purpose of the seed sector study, Dr. Anas Al Zain General Manager of Seeds Administration (SA), was
interviewed. According to Dr. Anas, the reliance of the vegetable sector for Imported Improved Seed Varieties is
substantial and has been growing over the years although lacks consistency. The importation of seeds values at
38,000,000 US$ annually. The manager of the SA suggests that the planning process is poor and lacks coordination.
Imported seed volumes are not consistent with the actual requirements of vegetable farming and thus leads to carry
over stocks of seeds from time to time and shortage of seeds at other times. Dr. Anas also believes that the varieties
produced locally can only cover certain crops such as Okra, Onions but will not be able to cover other vegetable
varieties. Extraction is difficult and the environment is not suitable to produce local improved varieties. Local
traditional varieties will continue to lead, however, will gradually lose market share to imported improved varieties.
The future remains for the imported seeds.
By privatization of seed production initiative, the sector has grown in quantity, but dropped in quality, mainly due to
the limitation of the SA unit to effectively control and monitor the process. Despite the importance and big
responsibilities of SA it lacks adequate funding, facilities, staffing and training. It needs to be supported in those four
aspects to fulfill its role in the development of a viable seed industry.

2. Standards of Seed Certification: Seed certification standards are under the authority of the seed council. The
current seed standards are made according to Seed Law of 1990; the updated 2010 Law is still under approval
process.
Variety Evaluation, Release and Registration:
1. Variety Evaluation:
‐ This is the responsibility of the plant breeder who submits his variety performance trials report to the variety release
committee.
‐ Private sector and university breeders and foreign companies’ agents have to co‐operate with scientists from
(ASSCO) to conduct trials and submit their reports for release in collaboration with them.
2. Variety Release:
‐ The release of new varieties is decided by the Variety Release Committee (VRC).
The procedure and requirements are issued by the VRC to be followed by the applicants for release of new varieties.
Release is done on performance.
3. Variety Registration
Variety registration arrangements are within the authority of (SA). The variety accepted by the VRC is eventually
included in the national list of varieties for the recommended region /regions.
According to the new seed law the seed council will be formed on new basis and consequently all the current setup
of regulations, standards and procedures will be revised and amended if deemed necessary.
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Regulatory Framework and Infrastructure of Sudanese Seed Industry:
1. Quality Control Authority: The Seed Administration (SA) of the Ministry of Agriculture is the responsible body for
certification and quality control of seeds in the country and seed moving across the country borders. Its activities
include:
1‐ Field inspection which is done by teams covering all parts of the country.
2‐ Seed testing and this is done in four working laboratories in Hudieba, Khashmelgerba, Sennar and the
Central in Khartoum.
SA is headed by a Director who is also Secretary of the National Seed Council and Variety Release Committee.
SA Manager is the main contact person in all aspects of seed in the country
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4.2.4 ARAB SUDANESE SEED COMPANY (ASSCO)
ASSCO is a government/private partnership company established in 1997 regarded as the largest seed company in
Sudan. The company is responsible for development and release of improved varieties and for production of breeder
seeds. The production is expected to meet the highest quality standards, including maintaining the genetic purity of
varieties that have originated from their respective institutes.
As policy changed towards privatization off seed production, ASSCO was established to create a smooth transition
towards privatization. The government’s new role is now concentrated on quality control after withdrawing from
production.
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ASSCO with its infrastructure and skilled workforce aims to produce, market and distribute improved seeds for cash
crops, fodder and vegetables as well as produces seeds in collaboration with other seed companies and educational
institutions.
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4.2.5 PRIVATE SECTOR – IMPORTERS

147.9 MT

Vegetable Seed Import

.

Improved Varieties

2017 ANNUAL

Vegetable Seed Local
Improved Varieties

176 MT

Active Registered

28

Private seed companies
International Suppliers

33

2017 ANNUAL.

The seed business in Sudan is dominated by the private sector which has been vital to the transition and growth of
Sudan’s seed industry. In the vegetable sector, the private sector has been active in marketing and distribution of
improved certified seeds and the production of local improved varieties. According to the SA, only 28 registered
companies are active in producing, importing, marketing and distribution of vegetable seeds to the Sudanese farmer.
147.9 MT of imported improved variety vegetable seeds in 2017 from 33 Seed Suppliers worldwide. The total annual
production of vegetable improved local variety seeds in 2017 was the highest in the last 5 years a total of 176 MT –
produced in collaboration with the Arab Sudanese Seed Company (ASSCO), 80% of which is Okra.

SUPPLY CHAIN ‐ Imported Seeds
Local Agents/ Importers apply to SA and receive Initial Approval. Once seeds reach port of entry, sample goes to the
SA for testing and approval and a final release letter issued.
Table 6 Supply Chain of Imported Seed Varieties

LOCAL AGENT IMPORTER

AGRO DEALERS

FARMERS

SUPPLIERS

LOCAL AGENTS / IMPORTERS

AGRO DEALERS

FARMERS

33
International
Suppliers Active in Seed
Sector in Sudan from 12
Countries

Few in Number (28 Registered
Companies) Import Directly from
Suppliers / Or Through Supplier
regional agents.
Affected Heavily by US economic
Sanctions

Well Distributed Across
the Country
Main Source of Seeds
and Agro Inputs

Limited Use of improved
technology; improved
seeds, Fertilizers and
agro chemicals

IMPORT PROCESS
Insight from seed and agro input importers was gathered through interviews with ASSCO, Agrimatco, CTC and Green
Arcade (Fertilizer and Pesticide Importer). Questions with regards the business process, the challenges and marketing
difficulties and market behavior were captured.
Importing Seed companies face severe problems, including high import costs; competition from cheaper, uncertified
seeds in the informal market; and situations where seed germination fails. Some counterfeit seeds also end up in the
market infiltrated mainly through Egypt.
The import approval process is prolonged and banking restrictions due to the American economic sanctions imposed
since 1997 have made business process more tedious and time consuming. Even though the sanctions have now
been lifted, the correspondence baking issue still remains.
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SUPPLIER (OVER SEAS)
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The penetration of the seeds market as suggested by the Head of Seed Unit, Agrimatco is challenging. Farmers
justifiably are very cautious when it comes to new seed purchase. They would prefer to use tried seeds, whether
local or imported rather than venture into the unknown.
Some farmers would ask for seeds from older stock provided it’s still within the expiry date. Agro dealers will sell the
same Imported seeds from the same company of the same variety at a higher price if it’s from an older batch which
suggests that farmers are more comfortable if the seeds have been tried and are willing to pay a premium.
Companies wishing to enter the market are required to invest time and effort in introducing their varieties and spend
on marketing and trials before they can establish a market. The farmer survey confirmed this assumption.
The table below shows the main Suppliers and Importers of Vegetable seeds supplying 82% of the total seed import
market 2016. These Top 8 Companies supply a total Volumes of 158 MT of imported seeds. The table identifies the
main players, international supplier/Agent, the crop focus and the varieties imported.
Table 7 Main Private Companies Importing Vegetable Seeds 2016
Suppliers

AFROBEST

AL
THIMAR
ANIMAL
PRODUCTION CO. YEMEN
Golden Land Seed

Sudacom

ALFA

Vegetable Crop
Portfolio
Onions

Varieties

Tomatoes,
Watermelon,
Carrots , Onions

TOMATOES: Castle Rock, Super Strain B, Peto 86, SuperQween
WATERMELON: Crimson Sweet, Crimson Sweet 203 F1
CARROTS: Chantenay Red Core
ONIONS: Red Bafitim
ONIONS: Texas Early Grano, Super Baftaim, Texas Early Grano PRR,
Texas Early Grano 502, BAFTAIN
WATERMELON: Crimson Sweet, Congo, Sugar Baby, Charleston Gray
TOMATOES: Castle Rock, Red Star, Advantage, Aziza, Peto111, Peto86
ONIONS: Texas Early Grano F1
Okra: Miss Anamica, Green Energy, Mahy‐28(HY‐Okra No528)
TOMATOES: Castle Rock, Super Strain B, Super Qween, Udura F1
BEET: Detroit 2
WATERMELON: Malika, Champion F1
WATERMELON: Crimson Sweet, Charleston Grey, Uzunyol F1
OKRA: Clemson Spineless
TOMATOES:
Strain B, Peto 86, Castle Rock,Advantage
11Extra,SuperStrain B
ONIONS: Red Baftim Improved 1

Genetics International ‐
Dutch
Seed
Group
International
United Genetics Italia
Hi‐ Tech Seed B.V/Maharashtra
Hybrid Seeds – India /Modesto
Seed – USA ‐

Onions,
Tomatoes,
Watermelon,
Carrots
Onions, Okra,
Tomatoes, Beet,
Watermelon

Rover Trading

Raci Sementi‐Innova Seeds ‐
USA

Watermelon,
Okra, Tomatoes

SARARAT
International
Co.
Al Zahra

Al Rida Agricultural Seed Co.
YEMEN

Onions

Pop Vriend Seeds

AGRIMATCO

Bayer Crop Science‐(Bonnanza
Seeds International, Hollar
Seeds USA, Niagra Seeds) USA

Tomatoes,
Watermelon
Tomatoes,
Watermelon,
Carrots, Onions,

AL
Nuha
Agricultural Co.

ONIONS: Baftaim Improved Red Onion Yemen

TOMATOES: Castle Rock, Strain B, Peto 86, UC82 B
WATERMELON: Crimson Sweet
WATERMELON: Crimson Sweet, Alwafeer, Dumara f1
TOMATOES
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Company
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4.2.6 PRIVATE SECTOR – AGRO DEALERS/ DISTRIBUTORS
Agro‐dealers are an important link in the seed supply chain, as
they are the main provider of small farms with access to inputs
such as seeds, fertilizers, and plant protection products. The
estimated number of agro‐dealers active in Sudan approx. 1,050
dealers, as advised by Importing companies, the bulk of their
business 85% is with small farms vs, 12 % who serve commercial
farms as indicated by our survey.
Interviews with Importers conducted for the purpose of this
study suggests that the network of Agro Dealers are well
distributed across the country and provide good density of
coverage across. The seeds sector survey had covered

144

Agro Dealers distributed across localities within 14 of the 15
states nationwide.

Figure 7 ‐ Surveyed Agro Dealers
10
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Red Sea
C Darfur
W Darfur
S Darfur
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Agro dealers were asked to rank the top three companies who
supply them with seeds, 11 Companies made the list across 1st 2nd and 3rd rank. An overall ranking of the top Seeds
Suppliers as per Agro‐dealer perspective are listed below:
2nd Al Nuha Co. 3rd Agrimatco 4th Alfa Trading 5th CTC

What is the form of Payments?
Agro dealers where asked about the form of
payment they make to the suppliers of seeds.
38% mentioned that they purchase on Cash
basis. The majority pay an amount in cash and
have some credit facilities on the remainder.
Due to exchange rate fluctuations, cash
payments are becoming more regular but short
term credit payments are still being dealt with
however with higher margins to accommodate
for the dollar rate fluctuations,

6th Golden Seeds Co.

Figure 8 Agro Dealer Payment Method

Cash
38%

Partial
Payment ‐
cash&credit
54%
Credit
8%

Do You offer farmers any form of support?
Agro dealers overwhelmingly

provide some

form of support

to small farmers 90%. They proved a main source of technical and financial support. 68%
suggested they support in how to handle the product and 27% provide some form of payment facilitation.
How do Farmers select seeds type to purchase and how do they identify seeds?

Agro dealers have an influence in farmer selection

of seeds types used.

29% mentioned that dealer

recommendation is a main driver in farmer selection. Recommendation of other farmers 26%, however Previous

farming experience is the main determinant factor in farmer purchase of seeds at 43% as suggested by
agro dealers surveyed.
As suggested by agro dealers, farmers identify or ask for specific seeds in name 58%, whereas 24% suggested that
identification is by package for or label. 13 % identify seeds by country of origin.
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RANKING: 1st Al Zahra Seeds Co.
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TOP OF MIND: What are the ranking in seed volumes you deal with by country of Origin?
Agro Dealers were asked to rank country of origin seed products they deal with‐
(TOP of Mind 1st, 2 and 3rd Rank). Interestingly, the overall top of mind results
from traders suggest that American Seeds are the highest (mentioned 46 Times
as 1st Rank and 29 Times as second rank), followed by Netherland Seeds (35 times
1st Rank and 30 times 2nd Rank), French seeds 3rd Rank overall, followed by
Sudanese seeds at 4th rank overall.
It is important to compare these data figures with actual importation data to give
a better understanding of market share.
Netherlands ranked second overall in terms of agro dealer which may suggest
market penetration (Amount of dealers who work with Dutch seeds) as agro
dealers perceive. However, the total volumes of imported seeds will suggest
market share.
Figure 9 Country of Origion of Seeds You Deal With Ranking
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40

The conditions of Agro Dealer
outlets are poor. Most of seed
storing is placed in dealer homes
and bring to store on need basis.
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18

14 15

8 10
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7 8

0
USA

Sudan
1st Rank

France

Netherlands

2nd Rank

India

Overall Ranking

Egypt

It is consistent that Agro Dealers,
tend to work in the Formal Sector,
thus the Sudanese seeds ranked
fourth overall. Agro Dealers
mentioning Sudanese seeds are most
likely referring to Certified Improved
Local Varieties of vegetable seeds,
however, some Farmer to Farmer
Seeds sold may also be included.

Agro Dealers surveyed suggested that High Production
Cost comes at the forefront of small farmer challenges
(49% of Responders), followed by Low Selling Price at
31%. When probed further, asking Agro Dealers what
they think the factors that lead to these constrains, 33%
mentioned Lack of Financial Recourses and a similar 32%
mentioned limitation in markets and marketing activities.
Limited access to credit hinders smallholder farmers’
ability to buy high‐quality inputs as well as use of
mechanization in farming.
Agro‐dealers are the most important distributors of
Certified Local Variety seeds produced by local private seed companies and Imported Improved and hybrid seeds
imported through traders and agents. A well distributed network throughout the nation serving small farmers and
supporting the supply chain with agro inputs and technical now how.
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What are the challenges that small farmers face?
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5. SEED VOLUMES

38 MILLION
US$

5.1 Imported Improved

Active Registered Private seed
companies – Production &
Distribution

Imported Seeds Volumes and Origins/Brands - USD / TONN
Main Players - Company/Country / Crop

Figure 11 Vegetable Seeds Imports

192.7
200.0

Imported seeds volumes have been
growing steadily from 2005 to 2010,
although lacks consistency.
The volumes of imported seeds through
the years 2015 – 2017 are shown in fig xx.
A sharp spike in imported seeds occurred
in 2016 at 192.7 Tons 2010 had witnessed
a similar spike and import of seeds
reached a similar volume.

147.9

142.1

TONNS

150.0
100.0
50.0
0.0
2015

2016

2017

Table 7 Imported Vegetable seeds 2015 – 2017

Crop

2015

2016

2017

EGGPLANT
OKRA

1,097
16,550

304
20,956

162
20,405

ONIONS RED

54,751

82,123

52,358

ONIONS WHITE

3,708

‐

‐

WATERMELON

27,436

40,264

36,509

BEET

765

1,812

‐

CARROT

9,622

15,636

17,121

Lettuce

100

101

100

CUCUMBER

3,236

634

294

CHILI PEPPER

72

108

128

SWEET MELON

6,418

3,195

4,565

TOMATOES

16,321

22,272

12,972

PEPPER

1,332

1,084

923

CAULIFLOWER

‐

31

‐

KALE

101

1

‐

ZUCCHINI

271

4,095

2,350

TURNIP

‐

50

‐

CABBAGE

‐

50
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Overall Imports

141,780

192,716

147,901

The table 7 shows all imports of vegetable seeds
throughout the years 2015 ‐2017. The majority
of seeds imports have been in, Onions,
Watermelon, Tomatoes, Okra, Carrots and Sweet
Melon. These 6 crops constituted to 89% of the
total imported seed volumes in 2015, 97% of the
volumes in 2016 and 93% of the total imported
volumes for 2017

Figure 12 Main Crop Seeds Imported 2017
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

52.3
36.5
20.4

17.1
4.5

12.9
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Imported Quantities in KG
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Figure 13 Improved Seed Import 2017

The main exporters of seeds to Sudan 2017 are shown
in Fig XX. Yemen showing the highest volumes
importing Baftim Onions dominating the market at 44
Tons 2017. The United States ranks second at 23.9.
Importers witnessed a sharp increase in 2016 and
decreased again in 2017. France and India, however,
have been steadily increasing their volumes since
2015.
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Figure 14 Improved Seed Import 2015 ‐2017 By Origin
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0

2016
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57.4

31.3
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0
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15.7
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3.7
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0.02

5.0

Main Crops
Figure 15 Onions Seed Import
52358

80000

Onions: The total Import of Onion seeds 2017 was 52 MT, a
decline from the 82MT year 2016. Onion Seeds are
dominated by Yemeni Baftaim variety Seeds. 85% of 2017
import of onion seeds was imported from Yemen.
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Figure 16 Watermelon Seed Import
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Watermelon: 32.6 MT of Watermelon Seeds were imported
in 2017. The USA 8.9MT, France 8.4 MT and Holland 6.5 MT
were the main sources. France has been on the rising trend
since 2015, whereas USA and Holland both witnessed a
decline from 2016.
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Figure 18 Carrot Seed Import

Figure 17 Okra Seed Import
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Okra
The import of Okra Improved Seed Varieties was consistent throughout 2016 and 2017 at approximately 20 MT. India
dominates the market share of Okra seeds.
Carrot
Carrot Improved Variety seeds are mainly dominated by the USA, providing 7.9 MT (56% of the total Import). France
has continued to provide carrot seeds while Holland has not supplied any in 2017.
Tomato
Improved Varieties of Tomato seeds are imported to Sudan. A total of 12.9MT in 2017, the majority of which is
imported from Holland, followed by the USA.
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Figure 19 Tomato Seed Import
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5.2 Local Improved
SUPPLY CHAIN ‐ Local Varieties
Private sector and university breeders and foreign companies’ agents have to co‐operate with scientists from (ASSCO)
to conduct trials and submit variety performance trials report. The release of new varieties is decided by the Variety
Release Committee (VRC). The variety accepted by the VRC is eventually included in the national list of varieties and
registered by SA.
Table 8 Supply Chain of Local Improved Seed Varieties

FARMERS

PRIVATE SECTOR BREEDING

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

BREEDERS

CERTIFICATION PROCESS

AGRO DEALERS

FARMERS

8 Companies Officially Breed Local
Varieties. Large irrigation schemes
have breeding activities for improved
seeds however are not registered with
SA and are sold in Market as Local
Varieties (Informal Sector)

ASSCO
Seed Administration (SA)
Variety Release Committee
(VRC)

Agro Dealers sell
Improved
Local
varieties as well as
Local
Traditional
Varieties (Informal
Sector) – Loose and
not certified

Small
Farmers
sometimes mistake
Traditional Seeds
(Farmer to Farmer)
with Local Seeds of
Improved varieties

Figure 20 Local Improved Seeds Production
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In 2017, 79% of Local Seed Production of Certified Seeds was
OKRA, 20 % Onions and 1% between (Tomatoes and Watermelon, Cucumber). OKRA (141 MT), Onion (35 MT).

For vegetable farming, Local Certified seeds are unable to provide the diversity required.
Table 9 Local Improved Seed Variety Types and Variety Breeds

Types
OKRA
Onion
Tomato

Species Variety Breeder/ Year of Release
Higairat ARC 1987 Raeba ARC 1987 Sennar ARC 1987
Elhelo ARC 1987 Kamleen ARC 1987 Sagai mohasen ARC 1987 Aldnglawy (balady)
ARC 993 Baftim
Sennar 1 ARC 1993 Sennar 2 ARC 1993 Gezira U.G 2000 Abdalla U.G 2000
Elsalama1 ARC 2009 Elsalama2 ARC 2009
Salih Hussein ARC 2009 Abusabi ARC 2009
Gezira 1 ARC 2009 Gezira 2 ARC 2009

Sweet potato
Squash
The environment is not suitable to breed local varieties for a wide range of vegetable crops and extraction is difficult.
The vegetable sector is dominated by Imported Improved seeds as well as local varieties (Informal Secto
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Tonns

Seeds Produced under Seed Certification
Seed production under certification is includes mainly field crops
such as sorghum, millet, maize, wheat, sesame and groundnut,
however, some vegetables like okra, onions, and eggplants are
produced.
Local Certified seeds have been produced in Sudan for quite
some time, mainly for a hand full of crops. (Okra, Tomatoes,
Onions, Egg Plant). The production of local seeds is also
fluctuation and inconsistent, however showing an overall rise.

AGRO DEALERS
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6. DEMAND SIDE
6.1 SMALL FARMS
For the vegetable crops in study, information from

446

small

Farmers was collected. The field surveys where done end of February
throughout March 2018 in order to capture the winter season, which
is the main season for growing of vegetables. The survey timing
allowed us to capture information regarding the preparation, cropping,
harvesting and sales of the vegetable produce and farmer insight with
regards their overall evaluation of the season and the challenges
associated.

Nationally, the average
farm size is
~4.3 FEDDAN (1.8 Ha)

A crop map for the sample conducted for the season allowed us a
better understanding of the nationwide vegetable production, data
which was not available at Ministry of Agriculture.
Dr. Afaf head of Horticulture Administration in Federal Ministry of Agriculture, suggested that information is
scattered between the different government agencies. The most accurate data with regards Fruits and vegetables
we received from the Horticulture Administration was based on extrapolation and estimation from the last
comprehensive survey done in 2013. With regards fruits the estimates are more accurate however, vegetable
production varies from year to year and small farmers are driven based on farmer experience of previous seasons
and their expectations of the season to follow. Oversupply of a certain crop in one season would result in losses for
the farmers. This may impact the farmer’s choice of what crop to grow the following season.
Although the scale is quite small, however, the crop map of the vegetables grown across our sample size across the
country tends to give an understanding of most produced crop, the areas of the produced crops and the types of
seeds used.

Fig XX shows the distribution of
446 Small farms surveyed and
average area per farm across
states. The Average Farm size is
Feddan (1.8 Ha).

the
the
the
4.3

The largest sample was taken in
Khartoum State 91 small farms
surveyed with an average size of 3.3
Feddan. AL Gazira state showed the
highest average small farm size of 13.6
Feddan.
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Figure 21 No of Farms Surveyed / Avg. Area per Farm (Feddans)

Small Farms Surveyed

24

Small Farms SAMPLE

446 Total Area 1,935
29% % Local Improved Seeds
% Imported Seeds

Total Farms OVERALL.

OVERALL.

FEDDAN

OVERALL

Avg. Area/ Farm
OVERALL

18%

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Across the 446 small farms surveyed, 23 variety of
vegetable crops were encountered. As shown in Fig. 23

Onions

No. of Crops OVERALL

FEDDAN

% Local Traditional Seeds OVERALL

23

VARIETIES

53%

SOURCE – MINISRTY OF AGRICULURE – Horticulture Dept.

RESEARCH SAMPLE CROP MAP

below,

4.3

(3 types) had the largest areas

cropped constituting to about 22 % of the total small

25%

Figure 22 National Vegetable Areas Croped 2017

14%
8%

6%

11% 9%

7%
2%

2%

Tomatoes at 14%,
Mallow at 12% and Okra at 11%. Egg Plant, Pursley

2% 3% 3% 4% 1% 3%

farm areas, followed by

Fig XX

and Chili Pepper also constituted a portion at around
7% – 8% each.
The crop data gathered is biased as the total samples of farms differed in each region. It was therefore imperative to
compare with the National Data on Vegetable Areas Cropped to give a better understanding. The information
gathered in our survey was consistent with National Data with regards Onions, Tomatoes, Okra, as the highest
planted vegetable crops.
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Figure 23
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Two other groups showed variances – Group 1 (Chili Pepper, Mallow, Pursley, Arugula, Egg Plant) showed higher
percentages at (7% ‐ 12 %), vs. 2% ‐ 3% on the National Data.
Group 2 (Watermelon and Sweet Melon), showed negative variance at 1% in data collected vs. National Estimates of
9% ‐ 11% due to the off season of the crop.
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22%
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Major Vegetable Crop Concentrations
Tomatoes
ONIONS

North Kordofan 25%
South Kordofan 25%
Al Gazira 14%
White Nile 7%

Al Gazira State (78%)
Al Khartoum State (7%)

Okra
North Kordofan 25%
South Kordofan 24%
Al Gazira 15%
White Nile 11%

Leafy Vegetable
(Pursley, Mallow, Arugula)
Al Gazira State (40%)
Al Khartoum State (29%)

Figure 24 Vegetable Crop Concentrations

Tomato: As per our survey, 25% of Total Areas growing Tomatoes are in North Kordofan, 25% in S. Kordofan, 14% in
AL Gazira State, 7 % in White Nile and the remaining 29% are distributed across all other states.
Onions: 78% of all Total Areas growing Onions are in AL Gazira State. Followed by GKRT at 7% as illustrated in Figure
XX above.
Figure 25
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SEED TYPE

Figure 26 Seed Type

Fig XX

The rate of adoption of improved seed varieties in Sudan is higher
in vegetables than for grain crops. While smallholder farmers in
Sudan are aware of improved varieties, the use of

variety

local
Imported
improved
29%

farmer retained or farmer to farmer seeds is still the

at 53%.

imported improved
varieties is at 29%, whereas local improved varieties at
highest

Adoption of

Local Farmer
Retained
53%

Local
Improved
Varieties
18%

18%.

Looking at the figure XX below we can identify the type of seeds
used by crop. It is evident that certain crops such as leafy
vegetables (Arugula, Pursley, Fennel, Mallow) are dominated by
Farmer to Farmer seeds of local varieties, together with Beet, Squash and Chili Pepper.
When asked farmers mentioned a higher adoption of imported Improved Seeds Watermelon 64%, Carrots 68%,
Tomatoes 64%, which is consistent with the import seeds data.
Local varieties are available in Egg Plant, and Okra at 28% and 24% respectively.
120%
Figure 27 Seed Type by Crop
100%
25% 20% 39% 37% 64% 100% 25%

68% 50%

6%
50%

12%

80%
60%

20%

80%

13% 76%

60% 24% 19%
38%

75%

3%
74%

75%

67%

63%

50% 73%

10%
50%

48%

94%

2%
25% 64% 25% 40% 24% 33% 25% 25%

50%

50%

43%
18%

11%

5%
26%

20%

25%

18%
0%

local

local improved

imported

25%
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28%

40%

8%
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TOP OF MIND: Where do you think the bests seeds are from?

FARMER PERCEPTION

FARMERS were asked to suggest which seeds they believe are best in terms of quality. The country of origin of the
seed products top of mind are displayed below. Farmers tend to believe that the Sudanese

seeds are the

best 62% (These could either refer to Farmer Retained Local Seeds or Local Improved Varieties. For imported
seeds, the Top of mind recognition came from the USA and Dutch Seeds.

44% of Farmers recognize

USA as the best seeds, followed by Dutch Seeds at 24%.
Bulgari, 2%

Best Seeds Overall
Spain , 3%

Bulgari, 1%

Yemen, 2%
Spain , 1%

Yemen, 5%

French, 0%

French, 1%

Chinese, 4%
Turkish, 3%

Dutch, 24%
USA, 44%

USA, 17%

Egyptian, 14%

Egyptian, 5%
Dutch, 9%

Sudanese, 62%

Figure 29 Best Imported Seeds Farmer Perception
Turkish, 1%
Chinese, 1%

Figure 28 Best Seeds Farmer Perception Overall

According to the small farms who mentioned
non Local seeds, recognition of USA seeds was
a high 44%, 24% Dutch seeds and 14%
Egyptian. Fig 29 shows the percentage
recognition of foreign country seeds as per
small farmer perception.

If you are offered new seeds will you try them

If tried by others,
13%
No, 12%

Yes, 20%

Yes with
Conditions,
67%

Free Trial, 18%
Payment Facilities,
8%
Guarantees, 38%

If the price is
suitable, 24%

Farmers where asked if they would be willing to try new seeds if offered to them. 12 % Said they

67%

would not try, 20% said they would but the majority said they would under certain conditions
.
Of those who answered conditionally, 24% said its price motivated, the rest of the farmers mainly need some sort of
guarantee.
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Figure 30 Would you try New Seeds
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Are you satisfied with Last Season?

65% of the Farmers were satisfied with the last season vs. 35% not satisfied.
The issues small farmers presented as challenges and the reasons where they were unsatisfied with the last season
yield fall under specific categories. Farmers complain of

Low productivity mainly due to pests (20%)

and insufficient water supply (12%). Water insufficiency was mainly due to inconsistency in supply of fuel
for the pumps or other technical issues related to water management and sharing.

26 % of Farmers believe that Cost of Production is high and farmers mentioned Need for
financing 17% of is a major issue that leads to poor outcomes.

FERTILIZERS AND PESTICIDES
Small farmers where asked on the types of fertilizers and pesticides used in the last
season and the quantities they apply. Usage of Pesticides and Fertilizers is very common
across small farmers. Only 5% of farmers mentioned they do not use any sort

of fertilizers whereas 15% do not use any sort of pesticides.
18 % of the farmers use Organic fertilizers (referring to traditional fertilizer / animal waste).
Figure 31 Fertilizer Use
Organic
18%
Both
25%
Inorganic
52%

The majority of the farmers use Inorganic Fertilizers (Chemical composite
fertilizers) mainly Urea and source it through the distributors and agro
dealers 87%; very few receive from Unions and Agro Banks 6%.
Knowledge of application of pesticides, the quantities to be used and
types of pesticides where investigated. Pests seem to be an issue for
small farmers of vegetables as the survey has captured. 19 % of those

who were unhappy with last winter growing season complained

about the pests being the reason for that. Small farmer’s main
pesticide application is insecticides. Knowledge on pesticides is very
limited and awareness on application and quantities used and timing is poor. Most of the information on application
is provided by the agro dealers, the main suppliers of pesticides and fertilizers. Experts in the field have suggested
farmer knowledge is very low.
Figure 32 Pesticide Usage
15%

None
Fungicides
Herbicides
Insecticides

3%
8%
74%
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None
5%
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6.2 COMMERCIAL FARMS

For the vegetable crops in study, information from
Commercial Farms was collected, 11

Nationally, the average
Commercial farm size is
~40 - FEDDAN (95 Ha)

17

Open Field

and 6 Greenhouse.
Commercial Farms Surveyed
The average area per commercial farm across 40 Feddan
(95 Ha).

RESEARCH SAMPLE CROP MAP
Across the 17 small farms surveyed, 6 variety of vegetable crops were encountered, which suggests more
specialization.
The crops where mainly Tomatoes and Cucumbers, Sweet Potatoes with some variety of Sweet

Melon

and Okra.
The rate of adoption of improved seed varieties in Commercial Farms is very high.

82%

of the surveyed

Commercial Farms Use Imported Improved Variety seeds, the majority of which use Hybrid Seeds 78%
of the imported Seeds. The majority of the seeds imported have been recorded as Dutch seeds.
Commercial farmers, source the seeds from the local market 60%, however directly from importers (40%).

The seeds are purchased on cash basis.
Are you satisfied with Last Season?

25% of the Farmers were satisfied with the last season vs.

75% not satisfied.

The issues Commercial farmers presented as challenges and the reasons where they were unsatisfied with the last
season yield fall under specific categories. Farmers complain of

Low productivity and High Cost

of Production.
Commercial Farmers

where asked if they would be

them under certain conditions

93%.

willing to try new seeds if offered to
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Vegetables grown mainly intended for local consumption.
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6.3 IRRIGATED SCHEMES

Map1 Agricultural Schemes in Sudan

Sudan has the largest irrigated area in
sub‐Saharan Africa and ranks second
only to Egypt on the continent in terms
of irrigated agriculture. Commercial
agricultural activities are mostly
Concentrated in a belt across the
center of the country, known as the
central clay plain, which extends
approximately 1100km from east to
west in the arid and semi‐arid dry
savannah zone (UNEP 2007).
Large‐scale irrigation schemes have
been Sudan’s leading economic
investment, but various studies
indicate that their performance has
been considerably below potential.
Source: (UNEP 2007)
Of the total cultivated area of approx. 17
Million ha9 9% -11% constitutes the
Irrigated Sector. Large scale Irrigated
schemes constitute to about 1.8 Million
Ha, about 90% of the total irrigated
sector.
Through field surveys and interviews, information was collected from 5 Large Irrigated / semi‐government Schemes;

Vegetable farming only represents a small portion of the areas cultivated in the schemes at varying degrees. The
management style with regards also differs from scheme to another.
Vegetable farming only constitutes to a small portion of the irrigated Schemes. Farmers are allowed parts of the land
to grow vegetable crops. Different projects have a different management nature however they
Farmers growing in the irrigated schemes decide on which vegetable crops to grow and provide the input they wish.
The Scheme administrations only provides the water and may offer some technical assistance. Farmers grow what
they please using the seeds of their choice.
Small farmer specifics apply to the Irrigation schemes. Great opportunity lies in this segment as the scheme
administrations welcome and are very eager to support any farmer/ private investor partnerships within the
vegetable sectors.

9

1 FED = 0.42 Hectar
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1) Al Gazeira Scheme 2) Al Rahad Scheme 3) Al Sukki 4) Sennar Scheme 5) New Halfa Scheme
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Table 10 Irrigated Schemes Summary

How much is the
cultivated area
How much of the
cultivated area is
used to grow
vegetables
what is the type of
its soil
Irrigation system

Gazira
2.2 million acres
(1 million acres is
located in Managil)
1.475 Million acres

New Halfa
376,300 acres

El Suki
120,000 acres

Al Rahad
353,000 acres

185,000 acres

80,000 acres

280,000 acres

50,000 acres

900 acres orchids
and plantations
(fruits are included)

3000 acres (Fruits
and Vegetables)

fertile

clay soil

Industrial Irrigation
(Sinnar Dam)

Industrial Irrigation
(Khashm Algerba
Dam)
The Nubian

1,300 Fedan
60% Tomatoes
30% Onions
10% Others
Heavy Clay fertile
Soil
Industrial Irrigation
(4 Main Pumps)
The locals allowed
50% of land
allocation to grow
their own crops
El Suki Scheme
Management

The Locals

Who are the
owners of this
scheme

The Government (1.3
Million acres) the local
owners(900,000 acres)

who runs this
scheme

Federal Ministry of
Agriculture(CEO) + other
15 members

Farmers – Farmer
Association

Heavy Clay ,fertile
Soil
Pumps (Blue Nile)

Semi‐autonomous
government agency
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Scheme
How much is the
total area
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7. ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS
7.1 VEGETABLE MARKET
It was important to understand the dynamics of the vegetable market in‐order better understand the supply chain
of the produce, how prices are determined and how consumer preference plays a role if any.
The distribution mechanism of the vegetables from farmer to consumer was determined and key players at all levels
of the supply chain where interviewed in the three Central Fruit & Vegetable Markets in Greater Khartoum. Khartoum
State being the largest consumer of vegetables
nationwide.
The relationship between the traders and farmers
plays a great role in the flow of vegetable crop to
Central markets from Khartoum State farms and from
other farms across the country.
As the study indicated, it appears that vegetable

mainly intended for local
domestic markets. No differentiation on
produce

is

vegetable quality/variety

Central Market Khartoum

and small farmers do not grow to serve specific market requirements. Inside the Central Market, vegetable product
differentiation is nonexistent. Not by variety, nor by geographic area nor producer, or how it was grown. Tomatoes
are tomatoes and price is dictated by supply. As you go down the supply chain from wholesalers to retailers some
sorting based on size may exist and price may differ slightly.

Farmers focus on production of their vegetables and have no interest or ability in the
marketing activity.
The study suggests that Farmers tend to supply their products directly to the main market (57%) or

Sell

there produce to traders and brokers on the farm (33 %). Under 10% of the Farmers surveyed directly distribute
products to retailers or have their own point of sales or grow for export.
The Central Market is segmented into three layers, MAIN TRADERS,
Main
WHOELSALERS and RETAILERS. Brokers play an important intermediary
Traders
role and act as a link between small farmers and the market. They collect
Wholesalers
Wholesalers
from small farms and supply to Main traders and wholesalers. Main
traders are a few in number, 3 to 4 in each central market and have the
most control due to their close network of agents and brokers across the Retailers
Retailers
Retailers
Retailers
state, their wealth of information and links with other Main Traders in the
other state and regional Central Markets. Complemented by their cash
reserves, Main traders control the supply and dictate the prices of vegetables in the central markets.
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CENTRAL MARKET DYNAMICS
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From Farm to Consumer
The vegetables grown around the country ends up in the Central Markets.
Khartoum is a very big market and a large portion of the vegetables grown in
upcountry regions of Sudan end up being sold in Khartoum. The road network
between Khartoum and the main areas of production in AL Geiziera State,
Northern and River Nile States as well as White Nile and S.Kordofan State
facilitates the flow. G. Khartoum amounts to approx. 25% of the total population
and has the highest purchase power per capita.

Farmers send their vegetables to Central Market and are mainly sold to the Main Traders. However, farmers who
have been in the business for long years may also send their vegetables directly to Wholesalers.
FARMERS  Central Market (Main Traders) / (Wholesalers)

Main Traders may also purchase products directly from farmers and at times, they may even assist farmers with some
financing to grow specific crops.
MAIN TRADERS  Buys Directly from Farmers

Small Farmers unable at times to send product to central market, rely on brokers who collect from them and send to
the central market.

MAIN TRADER

WHOLESALERS

RETAILERS

•Very are a few per central Market (3 Main Traders in Shambat Central Market)
•They are the main suppliers of produce to the Wholesalers (Buy in Bulk)
• A Close network exists between Main Traders in the 3 Central Markets in GKRT
•They control flow of produce to the market and direct products between the 3 Central Markets
•They have network of brokers and agents all over the state to source crop and supply information
•They dictate prices and provide the Wholesalers on Cash or on daily credit basis

•Buy produce on daily basis from Main traders and supply to retailers in Central Market and Retailers
across the state
•Provide the Retailers on cash or on daily credit basis

•Retailers across the state come to the Central Market to purchase on daily basis ‐ Some retailers
have storage facilities and may purchase on 2 ‐ 3 days depending on crop
•Retailers by on Cash ‐ Some are given a day credit facility

Fig 33 Central Market Hierarchy
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BROKERS  Buys Directly from Farmers  Brokers sell to Main Traders
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constitutes to
that year.

2%

of total production

The General Manager of Tosimon Import
and Export Co., specialized in exporting
fruits and vegetables to the Gulf States,
suggested that fruit and vegetable export
from Sudan witnesses four levels of
challenges hindering its development,
explained below:

1000 MT

Growth in Vegetable market has shown a continuous rising trend since 2010, as shown in Fig 34, led by private sector
initiatives.
Figure 34 Vegetable Production and Export
Vegetable production is mainly intended
5,000
500
4,267
4,500
450
for local consumption; Export data MOA
3,980 4,068 4,092
3,750
4,000
400
3,530
indicated that Total export of vegetable
3,500
350
3,033 3,001
produce for crops in study in 2016
3,000
300
amounted to 80,393 MT which
2,500
250
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
‐

200
150
100
50
0

1000 MT

7.2 EXPORT MARKET

Y2010 Y2011 Y2012 Y2013 Y2014 Y2015 Y2016 Y2017
YEAR
Production

Export

Linear (Production)

The Farmer Level: Crops grown are not targeted specifically to cater for export markets. The varieties produced are
not well suited and the cost of production is relatively high. Improved Imported and hybrid Seeds an opportunity.
Post‐Harvest: The inadequate services mainly transportation, storage, packing, handling and processing hinders the
expansion of agriculture product export. Sorting, handling and processing of produce is very primitive. Packaging and
Labeling underserves the product. Transportation costs are very high which reduces price competitiveness.
Export Process: Government bureaucracy delays shipments and deters private sector initiatives.

In conclusion, products not geared for export, inadequate handling, sorting and processing, low quality expensive
packaging, government delays and lack of market information constrains marketing initiatives and results in
vegetable produce being less competitive and inconsistent in supply, despite the very good quality of the produce.
Sudan exports from the vegetable category are mainly, watermelon, Sweet Melon (Gallia and Cantolpe), Onions on
occasional seasons (depending on the cost of Onion in a specific season), and some small quantities of Okra, Egg
Plant and Zucchini.
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Market Information: Exporter and traders generally lack accurate information on demand, supply and prices within
regional markets. Products sent to the Gulf States are sold in central markets, price depending on the demand on the
day of entry to the market. Long term contracts are not done with Sudanese traders as they lack the consistency in
supply required.
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8.AGRICULTURE AND ENABLING
ENVIRONMENT CONSTRAINTS
While this study focuses primarily on seed systems, it’s critical to review a broader set of constraints across multiple
crop value chains that impact the seed situation.
The main constrains in the Agricultural Sector in Sudan, derived from Farmer and Trader perspective in addition to
government strategic planning analysis, can be summed up as inadequate agricultural infrastructure, Limited access
to financing of small farmers, insufficient implementation of laws and policies, limited access to markets, weak
adoption of improved inputs, limited use of mechanization, which together lead to low yields and decreased
productivity.

FARMER CHALLENGES FROM AGRO DEALER and FARMER PERSPECTIVE
Agro Dealers surveyed suggested that High

Production Cost comes at the forefront of smallholder farmer

challenges. Agro dealers also believe that farmers

do not receive fair prices for their produce.

Amongst the primary challenges facing smallholder farmers is the Lack of Financial Recourses which
hinders smallholder farmers’ ability to buy high‐quality inputs in marketing activities. These views have been shared
by Farmers and Agro Dealers alike.
The Figure 35 below shows the major value chain constrains witnessed in Agricultural sector in Sudan.

Weak Adoption of Improved Inputs: Only a portion
of Smallholder Farmers are adopting improved
variety seeds. Fertilizer use is limited to urea and
use of other improved inputs is also minimal.

INPUTS

PRODUCTION

Low Productivity: Sudan’s agriculture is .
characterized by low productivity. This is partly a
function of limited access to, and low application
of improved technology in the form of improved
seeds, vaccines and agrochemicals and
mechanization as well as poor research and
extension services.

Poor
Infrastructure:
Transportation
storage/processing facilities are inadequate. Farmers
have little access to quality adequate storage or
processing facilities.

TRANSPORT, STORAGE
AND PROCESSING

MARKET

Under Developed Export: Sudan Agro‐industry needs to
improving the first stages of the value chain, such as
storage, transportation, and basic grading‐packaging and
processing. This hinders the expansion of agriculture
product export.
Poor Price incentive: High Production costs and poor
packaging, sorting and grading reduces competitiveness in
world markets.
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Figure 35 Major Value Chain Constrains
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Source: Field interviews (Farmers, Agro Professionals, Private Sector and Government Officials related) (2018).

Enabling environment constrains have been called out by government personnel in the Ministry of Agriculture, the
Strategic Planning Directorate as well as in the private sector.
Figure 36 below highlights the Major Enabling Environment Constrains as revealed by the study.
Figure 36 Major Enabling Environment Constrains
Poor Infrastructure: The level of infrastructure that
supports agriculture is generally inadequate. This
includes poor road network, particularly feeder
roads, markets and storage/processing facilities as
well as inadequate irrigation facilities.

INFRASTRUCTURE

BUSINESS & FINANCE
ENVIRONMENT

Legislation: Sudan’s legislation needs updating.
The process is tedious and many conflicting parties
involved. Seed Law updated 2009 is yet to be
approved by parliament.

Lack of Finance: Smallholder Farmers are usually unable
to secure loans from financial institutions. Government
financial incentive is limited and unavailable for
vegetable farming.

LEGISTLATION & POLICY

RESEARCH AND
EXTENSION SERVICES

Limited Resources: Limited allocated resources for
research. Laboratories have deteriorated in most research
stations due to limitations in equipment and supplies.
Shortage of well‐trained scientists and research personnel.

Infrastructure, Finance, legislative and technical know‐how issues as well as Value Chain constrains of inputs,
productivity and Market inadequacy have heavily participated in the underperformance of the agricultural sector.
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The government strategic plan in place addresses the issue and attempts to establish a policy framework to create
an enabling environment for producers, entrepreneurs and investors alike.
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9.STRATEGIC PLAN
The seeds sector market study attempted to evaluate the current
vegetable seed market situation, as well as provide an analytical view
on future market trends and requirements of the sector. Interviews
with government officials engaged in strategic planning were
conducted and an in‐depth look at National Agricultural Strategies
and plans have been highlighted in the section.

THE FUTURE AHEAD

It is evident that Sudan is endowed with immense natural resources, key for the
development of the agricultural sector. Having the largest irrigated area in the
continent as well as vast lands exploited by rain‐fed agricultural systems.
However, even though the agricultural sector is the most important economic
sector in Sudan, it still remains largely under developed and has shown under
performance throughout the last decade.

SWOT ANALYSIS
The situation analysis of the agricultural sector in Sudan has been very clearly stated in all agricultural strategies and
likewise articulated in FAO literature. A SWOT analysis exploring the weaknesses and strengths in the performance
of the sector, opportunities for development and the threats involved is highlighted below, taken from reviews from
the SUDAN National Agriculture Investment plan (SUDNAIP,2016‐2020) and the FAO Sudan Action Plan (2015‐2019).

Current Strengths

Weaknesses (Opportunities for improvement)

Extensive lands suitable for agricultural cultivation
Sufficient water resources to meet agricultural
requirements
Strategic geographical location in Neat East and
North Africa region
Commitment and a political will for equitable and
sustainable socio‐economic development.
Planned improvement of rural infrastructure to
encourage free‐market mechanisms
Available faculties in all areas of specialization which can
provide trained manpower required.

Low levels of crop productivity
Outdated agriculture and natural resources policies; and lack
of policy coordination
Weak agricultural research and extension services
Fragile state of national economy
Poor condition of existing rural infrastructure (lack of public
and private investment)
Weak transfer of improved technologies at the farm level.

Potential Opportunities

Realization of peace and stability
Possibility of increased oil and gold production to finance
infrastructure and manufacturing
Change towards a more open economy
Public awareness that agriculture is the main source of
rapid and balanced economic growth
Potential for more efficient utilization of Sudan’s
share of River Nile waters
Strategic location of Sudan for agricultural trade
(vis à vis Near East, North Africa and Europe

Potential Threats

Institutions and procedures that control public funds not
suitable for financing agriculture
Climate change and variability (i.e. dry spells, droughts, heavy
rainstorms, floods, etc.)
Continuous deterioration of the country’s natural
resource base
Trade barriers of developed countries/potential markets limit
access to Sudanese exporters
Soaring prices of food and agricultural inputs
Little support for small farmers
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Table 11 SWOT ANALYSIS
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SUDAN STRATEGIC AGRICULTURAL PLAN
Of all strategies and plans elaborated for agriculture in the Sudan, the Agricultural Revival Programme (ARP) 2008‐
2011 is the most comprehensive in its coverage of issues, focused on full‐fledged agricultural development. The ARP
formed the main background base for the formulation of Sudan’s Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development
Program (CAADP) Compact.
Consequently, Under the (CAADP), Sudan developed the National Agriculture Investment plan (SUDNAIP,2016‐2020)
to coordinate the resources needed to accelerate the implementation of existing strategies, and hence achieve the
Sudan Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Program (CAADP) target of six percent annual

growth in Agriculture Domestic Product (GDP).
As stipulated in Sudan’s ARP and its CAADP Compact, Sudan aims to
attain a comprehensive national socio‐economic development led by
a dynamic agricultural sector capable of rapid and sustainable growth
and biased towards the weak and vulnerable sectors of the
population and having strong linkage to agricultural industrialization.
This vision guides public actions and investments in the sector over
the five years 2016 ‐ 2020.
The SUDNAIP would therefore support promotion of exports

increase productivity and efficiency of
Sudan’s agricultural sector, improve national food security

of crops and livestock,

and nutrition, reduce rural poverty, generate job opportunities,
encourage settlement in rural areas to achieve balanced economic
growth, and development and protection of natural resources to
ensure its renewal and sustainability.

THE MISSION
The overall mission of the agricultural
development strategy is to transform
agriculture from a sector dominated by
subsistence production to a modern
sector responsive to market signals and
with substantial contributions to poverty
reduction, sustainable management of
natural resources, economic growth, and
foreign exchange earnings.

NOW THAT BEING SAID….

It is evident that comprehensive agricultural strategies and plans have been set, and public and
government awareness of importance of the sector established, however, implementation of these
plans have always remained a challenge as advised by the Manager of the General Directorate of
Strategic Planning. Coordination between ministries and government agencies at federal and state
levels is poor and lack of ownership of line implementing agencies exists. An imbalance in the
distribution of the limited funds across the different agricultural sectors with emphasis on cash
crops has resulted in negligence of the small farmers specially in Vegetable sector.
Agro professionals and government officials interviewed in the seed sector study also shared a
common concern; the issue of under‐funding of agricultural research and technology transfer.

Under Served – Under Funded – Under Informed Small Farmer
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With the adoption of the SUDNAIP, the government has put increased emphasis on creating an investment climate
for the private sector to be actively involved in agriculture and agribusiness. The SUDNAIP paves the way for private
business owners, small farmers, and agro‐industry owners to play significant role in the development of agriculture
sector.
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10. EXPECTED DEMAND
IMPORVED VARIETY VEGETABLE
SEEDS
The Government of Sudan has advocated agriculture as the engine to effectively contribute to

economic growth and export performance and to simultaneously advance people’s livelihoods,
reduce poverty, improve food security and nutrition and develop and protect natural resources.
Vegetable farming is a highly dynamic sector of agriculture in Sudan, producing are a variety
of different crops and providing very interesting farmer income and employment
opportunities.
Growth in Vegetable market has shown a continuous rising trend since 2010, led by private
sector initiatives and driven by higher consumer vegetable demand and changing food habits due to higher incomes
and rise in urban population. The demand for Vegetables will likely continue to grow.

Vegetable production in Sudan is intended for local consumption; Export data 2016, MOA indicated
that Total export constitutes to 2% of total production that year. The market demand varies by the month and quality
requirements for advanced markets are strict.

The seed market remains primitive and underserved and more focus from international players is
expected. Onion Seed Market may be difficult to penetrate. Dominated by well‐established Baftim Yemeni Seeds.
The potential for Improved

Variety Seeds is immense as the Majority of the Market is still served by

Local Traditional Seeds. Farmer resistance to using Improved Seeds is low have shown willingness to try new seeds
should the necessary guarantees and technical support made available. Brand loyalty
and new seed companies willing to enter the seed market have an opportunity to do so.

is not very strong

It is important however to choose carefully the local Import companies to partner with.

American seeds have continued to rise and are establishing market recognition. Farmers perceive them
as good quality. Dutch seed likewise have high consumer recognition and can easily establish market share.

It is expected that the demand for imported seeds may increase taking market share from
Local Traditional Seeds.
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The Export vegetable market remains untapped and can present a huge opportunity for
imported seeds.
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APPENDIX A

Areas Covered within the Seed Sector Study.
Khartoum, El Dammar, Atbara, Port Sudan, Dongola, Wad Madani, Hasaheesa, Sinnar, Kosti, Rabak, AL Jazeera Aba,
Al Gadaref, Kassala, New Halfa, AL Obeid, Nyala, El Gineina, Zalingi.
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MAP2 Map of Sudan Showing the 15 States covered within the Seeds sector study
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APPENDIX B
Special Thanks to the following agro professionals and government personnel, who have assisted us in
preparing the Seeds Sector Study by supplying valuable information and the allowing us the time to capture
their views and expertise.
Dr. Anas AL Zain Abdel Gadir
General Manager of General Seeds Administration
0183710414

Al Gezeira Scheme, Al Geziera
Tel: 09115552442
winstitutueivo@gmail.com

Dr. Abas Korina
General Manager Directorate General of
Strategic Planning
Al Jamia Street, Khartoum

Warrag AbdAlrahman
Head of Technical Unit, New Halfa Scheme, New Halfa
09123197760
newhalfaagric.corp@yahoo.com

AbdelMajeed AbdelLatid
Planning Administration Ministry of Agriculture
0915103572

Jamal Hussain (KRT)
General Manager of Khartoum Office, New Halfa
Scheme, Khartoum
0123023978

Specialist. Hayat AlHaj
Manager of Investment Administration Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry MoAF
Tel: 123724702
haiatelhassan@hotmail.com

Eng. Abdulla Yagoub
Head of Investment Unit, Sinnar Scheme
0911977726

Prof. Siddig Mohamed AL Hassan
Consultant and Ex‐Dean Faculty of Agriculture
University of Khartoum
Sir El Khatim
AL Sukki Irrigation Scheme, SUKKI
0123324041
Dr. Abdel Gadir
Al Gezeira Scheme, Khartoum Office
912320552

Atif Ibrahim Ali
Seeds Unit Manager, Agrimatco
0900906127
Atef.ali@agrimatco‐af.com
Isam Ibrahim Samani
Consultant / Ex‐Project Manager Kenana Scheme
0912678586
Mohamed Magbul
Tosimon Import and Export Co.
Al Riyad Mecca Street – Tel 0912460804
Consultant: Mohamed Abdulla Ali

Eng. Nazim Saeed
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